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by Brian Schunk
Sports Editor

The lights went off at LGHS’s large gym at 9:00 PM, and the DJ kicked off the night 
with the instant classic I’m Sexy and I Know it by LMFAO.  This would be the first of 
the many contemporary hits played at the Kickoff Dance on Friday, Aug. 30.  Others 
included Blurred Lines, Can’t Hold Us, Gangnam Style, and everyone’s favorite, Don’t 
Drop That Thun Thun.

Of course, the DJ did not forget to play some old favorites such as Don’t Stop Believ-
ing, Love Shack, and YMCA, but as the students danced the night away in the large 
crowd that formed in the middle of the dance floor, they mostly heard today’s pop hits.

The school took precautions to make sure that there was as little freaking as pos-
sible within the crowd, and they turned on the gym’s main lights twice within the first 
half hour of the dance. The students cheered loudly each time the lights went off, and 
to their delight, the lights did not return for a third time until the dance was over.   

The freak police were the sole enforcers of the school’s policy against freaking 
while the lights were off. They made their best effort to do so, patrolling the dance 
floor throughout the night. “The freak police were trying to make sure everyone had 
a good time while still keeping the dance safe” said junior Ben Haderle.

Indeed, it was a fun-filled night as red and green lights flashed across the gym, 
reflecting off the school’s decorations of orange and black. There was also light emit-
ting from the fingers of a few glovers who put on short performances at the beginning 
of the dance.

The upbeat music made the students get down and boogie, and the collective 
energy of the dancers made the temperature of the gym swell.  Most did not mind, 
and used the water bottles offered by the school along with brief trips off the dance 
floor to beat the heat.

The high energy and fast movement kept up for most of the night until the DJ 
provided a change of pace with three consecutive slow dancing songs, the first of 
which being “Stay” by Rihanna featuring Mikky Ekko.

The slow dancing proved to be a springboard for a sharp increase in freaking 
during the last portion of the dance.  After many had found partners with which to 
dance slowly, they kept their partners and started freaking with them. The freaking 
was kept under control for the most part, with the exception being three freshmen 
who, according to an anonymous source, “took off their shirts and started freaking 
with every girl they could.”

The dance wound down by 11 PM. The attendees left having partially lost their 
voices, hearing, and feeling in their legs, but they all had smiles on their faces. “It was 
nice seeing people go out of their comfort zones and go crazy. I hope all the dances 
are that fun,” said freshman Jennifer Foster.

It will be another two months before any more students gather on the dance floor 
of the large gym for the only other school organized dance of the first semester, the 
Coronation Dance, which is scheduled for Nov. 2. 

Kicking off the year
by Michelle Huang
Web Editor

Village House of Books appears to be a scene straight 
out of a fairytale for the bookworms who have been lost 
since the closing of Borders. Located on a side street off of 
downtown Los Gatos, the quaint new bookstore has been 
described as “eclectic” by owner Cheryl Hare. The Hares, 
a newlywed couple, have set out to create a bookstore 
unlike any other. Hare stated, “We had the word ‘eclectic’ 
in mind when creating the store, which shows in the way 
we designed the shop. The furniture, selection of items, 
and general atmosphere is just a little bit different.” 

The store’s inside is not only functional, but also 
aesthetically pleasing. Upon walking in, you see large 
displays with interesting books such as Underwater Dogs 
and The Return of the Bunny Suicides. The side wall is 
neat and packed with lesser known novels rather than 
bestsellers. The outside, with the striped yellow awning 
and red brick walls, looks more like a boutique than a 
conventional bookstore.

The idea of opening a bookstore started when the 
Hares were walking their dogs through downtown and 
stumbled upon an empty house. To many, it looked like 

Store opens for bookworms

a normal house. To the Hares, it looked like the perfect 
place to establish a whole new type of bookstore. Since 
then, the Hares have been working to make the place a 
respite for those who have missed browsing the shelves 
for an interesting read, those who enjoy looking at knick 
knacks, and everyone in between. 

Village House of Books is definitely not your typical 
Barnes & Noble. As a smaller business, the Hares hope to 
support and benefit the community through their book-
store. Adamant fans can ask for certain novels to be in 
stock in the store, and the Hares will try to fulfill those 
requests. They are also planning to have required reading 
books in stock for local high schoolers, a convenient way to 
pick up those less mainstream texts that cannot be found 
in chain-stores. A brick-and-mortar bookstore will also 
bring about a reinvigorated literary culture in Los Gatos.

Accommodating yet quirky, Village House of Books 
maintains its eclectic character while still entertaining 
the needs of the locals. Regardless of whether or not you 
are a fanatic bookworm, a trip to Village House of Books 
is not out of order. 

A WALK IN THE PARK: The Hares came across the store during a walk

HANDS-ON DISPLAY: Village House of Books features interactive displays
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LITERARY HAVEN: The bookstore fulfills a missing need in LG.

JUST LIKE HOME: The store’s shelves are inviting but quirky

By Setareh Raygani
Web Editor

    In the spring of this year, LGHS introduced the New 
Tech program to the incoming freshmen of 2014, thanks to 
a generous donation  of $120,000 from the New Millenium 
Foundation. The program, founded in Napa, CA, in 1996,  
uses project-based learning as a pedagogical tool for all 
instruction. In project-based courses, learning is contex-
tual, creative, and shared. Students have the ability to 
collaborate with others and build their critical thinking and 
communication skills. Working in teams of four, students 
are accountable to their peers, acquiring the same level of 
responsibility required in a professional working environ-
ment. This level of engagement is associated with better 
learning outcomes, and it gives students the skills they 

By Hana Beach
Editor-in-Chief

On Aug. 17, a fire broke out in the 
Stanislaus National Forest, which is about 
a mile outside Yosemite National Park. The 
enormous Rim Fire, which has burned down 
around 348 square miles in and around 
Yosemite National Park, has been deemed 
the fourth largest conflagration in Califor-
nia’s history.

As of Sept. 11 the fire is 80 percent 
contained, which is significantly better 
than the scary 35 percent containment 
earlier this month. Cal Fire spokesman 
Daniel Berlant added that the containment 
should only grow because the weather 
forecast for Northern California is predicted 
to be cooler, with even possible showers. 
However, the firefighters still do not expect 
full containment until Sept. 20. 

The fire fighters are dealing with hot 
and dry conditions and low humidity. They 
are working tiresly to contain the fire, 
before any more of the National Treasure is 
destroyed. There have been no mandatory 
evacuations have taken place. 

On Aug. 23, fire chief Todd McNeal of 
Twain Harte, a town west of Yosemite, said 
that officials “know it’s human caused, 

Fire ravages YosemiteNew tech debuts at LGHS
need to succeed in life. 

Another key element of New Tech is its wide use of 
technology; each LGHS New Tech student is equipped with 
a Chromebook (courtesy of the Bill and Melinda Gates 
Foundation) through which each student is connected 
with his/her class and assignments. Advisor and Assistant 
Principal Kristi Grasty demonstrated the many uses of 
Echo, “a network-wide learning platform that is used daily 
to connect students, teachers, parents, and coaches.” The 
platform gives access to class materials, learning tasks, 
grades, and an extensive library of resources shared across 
the New Tech Network. 

New Tech teachers at LGHS employ innovative strate-
gies in their curriculum. For example, an assignment for 
the new Big History class included students participating 
actively on the front lawn to find the distances between 
the planets using their own tools and imagination. LGHS 
students are not restricted to the traditional classroom 
setting; in fact, they are encouraged to take advantage 
of the many locations on campus that might suit their 
learning styles. The New Tech students have the oppor-
tunity to learn through their own perspective, instead of 
relying on a teacher or a textbook for information. The 
one hundred students currently enrolled in New Tech will 
enjoy more freedom in their learning than many other 
students at LGHS. 

By empowering students with accessible resources and 
a freedom like no other, LGHS New Tech will guarantee 
students success.  NT: Freshmen Barrett Wellington and Dexter Gurtin are in the Bio class
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A GOOD TIME: Students enjoyed a fun night of dancing, music, and socializing to begin the new year

ROCKING ON: Juniors Janine Frei and Clare Messenger pose for a picture amidst the festivities

there’s no lightning in the area.” It has 
since been confirmed by investigators that  
the fire was caused by a hunter in an illegal 
fire, rather than illegal marijuana growers, 
as previously suspected. 

The fire threatened the water and elec-
trical infrastructure of San Francisco. Gov-
ernor Jerry Brown has declared a state of 
emergency for the San Francisco Bay Area. 
The fire is within a mile of the Hetch Hetchy, 
one of San Francisco’s leading water sources. 
Despite the fears of ash falling into the 
reservoir, the water has thus far remained 
clean and clear. Although some worry that 
the power houses at the dam might be 
damaged by the fire, it is safe to say that 
a loss of power will not greatly affect the 
buildings it powers. 

Nearly 5000  firefighters are working to 
contain the fire. Some come from as far as 
Florida, and many of them firefighters from 
Bay Area towns such as Mountain View and 
San Francisco. Dick Fleishman of the U.S. 
Forest Service stated that “It’s the high-
est priority fire in the country right now 
because of its location, because Yosemite 
National Park is at risk. It’s not just a 
national treasure, it’s a world treasure.”

(Sources: USA Today, LA Times)
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